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Abstract 
 
The relationship between leaf and its environment has resulted in a tremendous 
diversification of leaf shape within and between plants species, which is important to cope 
with the differing environmental conditions. Arabidopsis lyrata is a prime model plant that 
shows leaf shape variation within species and between related species. In Cardamine and 
Capsella, the RCO genes (homeodomain leucine zipper family transcription factors) are 
involved in shaping leaves, yielding more complex shaped leaves (leaflets). In A. thaliana, over 
the course of evolution, the RCO-A and RCO-B paralogous genes have been deleted that led to 
the loss of lobes (leaf simplification). Based on previous quantitative trait locus (QTL) 
mapping results, these gene family members are thought to control leaf shape variation also 
in A. lyrata. Since the paralog involved in leaf shape variation is unknown, both copies of the 
RCO genes (AL6G13350 and AL6G13360) were sequenced. The study aimed to identify 
whether DNA sequence variation exists in the two paralogous RCO genes, which could explain 
the phenotype variation both within population and between A. lyrata populations, along with 
related species A. arenosa. The results showed limited variation in the coding regions in the 
form of indels, single nucleotide polymorphisms (SNPs) and amino acid substitutions 
resulting in no significant difference in phenotype between genotype (p>0.139). The most 
variants were rare and increasing the number of individuals within the populations, to cover 
the full phenotypic spectrum, may lead to different results. Not being able to obtain the 
nucleotide sequence of the promotor region, further analysis is required since it is an 
important region for gene expression, which could explain phenotype variation for leaf shape 
in Arabidopsis lyrata.  
 
Key words: Arabidopsis lyrata, Arabidopsis arenosa, leaf shape, RCO genes, genotype, 
phenotype, gene sequence variation  
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1 Introduction 
 

1.1 Background 

The primary function of leaves is photosynthesis which allows for maximum sunlight energy 
uptake (Roth-Nebelsick et al. 2017). In addition to intercepting light, leaves exchange gases 
with the atmosphere and release heat, as well as optimizing leaf temperature for 
photosynthesis. The leaf temperature is determined by the physiological structure (size, 
thickness and shape) of the plant itself and is therefore an important contribution to ensure 
optimal growth (Fritz et al. 2018). The relationship between leaf and its environment has 
resulted in a tremendous diversification of leaf shape within and between plants species 
(Kidner and Umbreen 2010), which is important to cope with the differing environmental 
conditions (Fritz et al. 2018).  
 
Arabidopsis lyrata is a perennial herbaceous plant that has a circumpolar distribution. It 
prefers to grow in environments where there is limited competition such as, rock faces, sand 
dunes and coastal zones (Yant and Bomblies 2017). A. lyrata is a species with small white 
flowers and shows leaf shape variation: North American subspecies lyrata has smooth lobed 
leaves whereas European subspecies petraea has typically serrated leaves or some populations 
also have lobed individuals. The closely related A. arenosa and A. halleri have lobed leaves, 
but the model plant A. thaliana has simple entire leaves (Vlad et al. 2014).  
 
The leaf shape variation can be due to genetic differences even between closely related species. 
In an earlier quantitative trait locus (QTL) mapping progeny, between North American and 
Norwegian A. lyrata populations (Leppälä et al. 2011), leaf shape variation was phenotyped 
from F2 –individuals and results of QTL-mapping indicated that a single locus was responsible 
for the major part of the variation. This QTL was located in the beginning of the chromosome 
6 (unpublished result). Since then it has been shown that certain members of an HDZip Class 
I -gene family are involved in leaf shape formation in Brassicaceae and especially in 
development of leaf lobes (Vlad et al. 2014, Sicard et al. 2014). There is a history of tandem 
duplications of one of the HDZip Class I –genes in Brassicaceae. Most members have three 
paralogs that have evolved via two independent events of gene duplication: REDUCED 
COMPLEXITY (RCO)-A, RCO-B and LATE MERISTEM IDENTITY1 (LMI1), whereas A. 
thaliana has just one (LMI1). The deletion of the RCO-A and RCO-B paralogous genes over 
the course of evolution has altered gene expression and led to the loss of lobes (leaf 
simplification) in A. thaliana because growth is not hindered at leaf margins by the RCO gene 
(Sicard et al. 2014). RCO is only active in growing leaves. The leaves become more complex 
when RCO is expressed in transgenic A. thaliana and therefore RCO function specifically in 
leaf shape since there are no other visible changes (Vlad et al. 2014). Thus, RCO is a large effect 
gene that is fundamental to morphological variation (Vuolo et al. 2016). The RCO sequence 
was also discovered to be a Homeobox gene in which it can activate or deactivate other genes 
(Vlad et al. 2014).  
 
In Cardamine and Capsella the LMI1-like (ortholog for A. thaliana LMI1) gene is not involved 
in formation of leaf lobes, but one paralog (RCO) (Vlad et al. 2014) or two paralogous (RCO-
A and RCO-B) genes (Sicard et al. 2014) are involved in shaping leaves, yielding more complex 
shaped leaves (leaflets). In Capsella rubella CrRCO-B controls leaf margin growth and 
dissection in the proximal region of leaves. CrRCO-A controls the dissection of medial regions 
of leaves (Streubel et al. 2018). These two genes are both expressed in young, elongating 
leaves: the first being much more abundantly expressed in the developing leaves, whereas the 
latter has very specific gene expression pattern at the sinuses of the developing leaf serrations 
(Streubel et al. 2018). It has been shown that for Cardamine hirsuta leaf shape development, 
an enhancer element for ChRCO and a single amino acid substitution in the protein coding 
part of the gene, alter expression of the gene and lead to differences in leaf shape (Vuolo et al. 
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2016). The LMI1 ortholog and the two paralogous genes are located in chromosome 6 in A. 
lyrata, where the leaf shape QTL was previously found. 

 
1.2 Aim 
Arabidopsis lyrata populations show leaf shape variation and since the paralog involved in 
leaf shape variation is unknown, both copies of the RCO genes (AL6G13350 and AL6G13360) 
will be sequenced. In this project the aim is to identify whether DNA sequence variation exists 
in the two paralogous RCO genes, which could explain the phenotype variation both within 
population and between A. lyrata populations. The obtained nucleotides sequences will be 
aligned and compared between A. lyrata populations and related species A. arenosa. Changes 
in the protein coding sequences (amino acid changes, stop codons) will be considered, as well 
as sequence changes (nucleotide substitutions, insertions, deletions) in the enhancer element 
or introns. A Mann-Whitney U test will be performed to see whether there is a connection 
between leaf phenotype and gene sequence. The null hypothesis is that there is no association 
between the leaf phenotype and genotype. 
 

2 Materials and methods 
 
2.1 Plant sample 
The A. lyrata seeds have been collected from Sjølsenga (62°40’10’’N, 8°31’29’’E) in Norway, 
Storsand (62°59’26’’N, 18°31’52’’E) in Sweden, Mayodan (36°25’ N, 79°58’W) in North 
America and along a road leading from Pernitz to Pottenstein (47.9181166N, 15.9741833E) in 
Austria. A. arenosa seeds are also included in this study for DNA sequence and phenotype 
comparison which have been collected from Strečno (49.1741N, 18.8617E) in Slovakia. 
 

Arabidopsis lyrata and A. arenosa seeds were grown in the SLU greenhouse, Umeå, at an 18-
hour day/6-hour night cycle with 20°C during the day and 15°C during the night in addition 
to the plants being watered a couple of times a week. Seedlings were planted in 6×6 cm plastic 
pots with a mix of peat and perlite to improve aeration and drainage. A total of 44 pots and 
seeds were prepared from the seeds collected from the wild that consisted of several families 
of half- or full-sibling individuals from each population. The Austrian seeds were an exception 
as they were from crosses produced in greenhouse conditions. The leaves were collected at 
approximately three to four weeks old plants for the DNA extraction. At six weeks old plants, 
the fully-grown (adult) leaves were collected and scanned for phenotyping, shown in figure 1. 
The leaf phenotype was also classified into three categories depending on how lobed they are. 
The phenotype classes included: 0 = entire leaf/slightly serrated (Austrian population, fig 1), 
1 = deeply serrated/slightly lobed (Norwegian and Swedish population), 2 = strongly lobed 
(Norwegian, N. American and Slovakian population). 
 

Figure 1. Leaf variation within and between A. lyrata populations as well as A. arenosa Slovakian population. 

 
2.2 DNA extraction 

The DNA from the plant samples were isolated in a lab at Umeå University. Most samples (11) 
were from the Norwegian A. lyrata population with variable leaf shapes. The DNA from three 
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Swedish, four North American and three Austrian A. lyrata plants as well as three Slovakian 
A. arenosa plants were also extracted resulting in 24 DNA samples. The DNA extraction was 
carried out by using the QIAGEN DNeasy® Plant Mini Kit (50) protocol with approximately 
0.8g fresh plant sample (three medium sized leaves). The concentration of DNA was tested by 
using NanoDrop® ND-1000 Spectrophotometer to make sure the DNA was successfully 
extracted. The DNA sample concentrations were diluted to 5 ng/µL if they resulted in above 
10 ng/µL to be later used in the PCR. Additionally, 5 µL of DNA from some samples was run 
on an agarose gel to inspect the quality (fragmentation) of the DNA. 
 

2.3 Polymerase chain reaction (PCR) 
Primers are short single-stranded nucleic acids with an optimal length of 18-24 base pairs, 
which are important substances in the PCR reactions. The PCR primers were designed 
(Dieffenbach et al. 1993) with a high-quality North American A. lyrata reference genome for 
the two RCO genes selected by the ‘Primer3web’ (primer3.ut.ee) webpage within the targeted 
coding area. The A. lyrata genome was initially obtained from the website ‘Phytozome’ 
(phytozome.jgi.doe.gov/pz/portal.html). The primer pairs were divided into the first 
(Promotor to Exon1) and latter part of the gene (Exon1 to 3’UTR) to reduce the number of base 
pairs in PCR products. The extracted DNA was amplified with four primer pairs from the 
AL6G13350 RCO gene and three primer pairs from the AL6G13360 RCO gene. Additional 
primers for both genes were designed to amplify even smaller regions of the gene: Exon1 to 
Exon2 and Exon2 to Exon3 (figure 2). A summary of all the primer pairs are shown in 
appendix 1 table 7. 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
Figure 2. A simplified structure of the AL6G13350 gene showing exon and intron numbers, approximate locations 
of primers (forward and reverse) and size of the PCR products according to A. lyrata reference genome. 
 

Test PCRs were carried out to determine which PCR primer pairs and annealing temperature 
for each RCO gene was the most optimal. Depending on the PCR programme used for each 
primer pair, there were either three samples (‘touchdown’ method without temperature 
gradient) or seven samples (with temperature gradient) all containing a 24 µL master mix 
solution plus 1 µL DNA sample (Norwegian or North American population) or a negative 
control (water). The master mix contents for one primer pair is shown in table 1 and 2. The 
master mix substances were multiplied by one higher value than the sample number to take 
into account for any lost solution during pipetting.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Exon1 Exon2 Exon3 
Enhancer 3’UTR 

Intron1 Intron2 

Forward Reverse Forward Reverse 

2199 base pairs 1630 base 

pairs 

Forward 

Reverse 

858 base pairs 509 base pairs 
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Table 1. The tested primer pair combinations and the amount of substance (µL) used for the master mix for each 
longer PCR-product.  

        

Substance Prom_1F-

Exon1_1R 

Prom_2F-

Exon1_2R 

Exon1_1F-

3’UTR_1R 

Exon1_2F-

3’UTR_2R 
Prom_1F-

Exon1_1R 

Prom-2F-

Exon1_2R 

Exon1_1F-

3’UTR_1R 

HOT FIREPol 

10× buffer 
2.5 µL 2.5 µL 2.5 µL 2.5 µL 2.5 µL 2.5 µL 2.5 µL 

MgCl2 (25mM) 2.5 µL 2.5 µL 2.5 µL 2.5 µL 2.5 µL 2.5 µL 2.5 µL 

dNTP (2mM) 1.3 µL 1.3 µL 1.3 µL 1.3 µL 1.3 µL 1.3 µL 1.3 µL 

P1 Forward 

(10µM) 
0.5 µL 0.5 µL 0.5 µL 0.5 µL 0.5 µL 0.5 µL 0.5 µL 

P2 Reverse 

(10µM) 
0.5 µL 0.5 µL 0.5 µL 0.5 µL 0.5 µL 0.5 µL 0.5 µL 

10× Solution S - 2.5 µL 2.5 µL 2.5 µL 2.5 µL 2.5 µL 2.5 µL 

dH2O 16.4 µL 13.9 µL 13.9 µL 13.9 µL 13.9 µL 13.9 µL 13.9 µL 

HOT FIREPol 

Taq (5U/µL) 
0.3 µL 0.3 µL 0.3 µL 0.3 µL 0.3 µL 0.3 µL 0.3 µL 

 
Table 2. The tested primer pair combinations and the amount of substance (µL) used for the master mix for each 
shorter PCR-product. 

     

Substance Exon1_1F-

Exon2_1R 

Exon2_1F-

Exon3_1R 

Exon1_1F-

Exon2_1R 

Exon2_1F-

Exon3_1R 

HOT FIREPol 

10× buffer 
2.5 µL 2.5 µL 2.5 µL 2.5 µL 

MgCl2 (25mM) 1.5 µL 2.5 µL 1.5 µL 1.5 µL 

dNTP (2mM) 1.3 µL 1.3 µL 1.3 µL 1.3 µL 

P1 Forward 

(10µM) 
0.5 µL 0.5 µL 0.5 µL 0.5 µL 

P2 Reverse 

(10µM) 
0.5 µL 0.5 µL 0.5 µL 0.5 µL 

10× Solution S - - 2.5 µL 2.5 µL 

dH2O 17.4 µL 16.4 µL 14.9 µL 14.9 µL 

HOT FIREPol 

Taq (5U/µL) 
0.3 µL 0.3 µL 0.3 µL 0.3 µL 

 

Solution S was added to some primer pairs to make the amplification more specific and to help 
with a potentially difficult template. HOT FIREPol is a hot-start polymerase that needs an 
incubation period for 15 minutes at 95°C for activity and was used to prevent extension of non-
specifically annealed primers formed during low temperatures during PCR setup.    
 

For the first longer PCR-product (Promotor_1F-Exon1_1R) in the AL6G13350 RCO gene, the 
PCR was programmed to undergo a ‘touch-down’ method with initial denaturation at 95°C for 
15 minutes followed by one cycle of denaturation at 95°C for 30 seconds, annealing 
temperature at 58°C for 45 seconds and elongation at 72°C for 2:30 minutes. This was 
repeated but instead with annealing temperatures 56°C, 54°C, 52°C, 50°C and lastly 48°C with 
24 cycles. For the rest of the longer PCR-products in the AL6G13350 gene underwent a 
temperature gradient PCR  with initialization at 95°C for 15 minutes followed by 35 cycles 
consisting of denaturation at 95°C for 30 seconds, annealing gradient temperatures 50°C, 

AL6G13350 long PCR-product AL6G13360 long PCR-product 

AL6G13360 short 

PCR-product 
AL6G13350 short 

PCR-product 
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52°C and 54°C for 30 seconds and elongation at 72°C for 2:30 minutes. The final elongation 
was at 72°C for 5 minutes. For all the longer PCR-products in the AL6G13360 RCO gene, the 
PCR was set to undergo initialization at 95°C for 15 minutes followed by 35 cycles consisting 
of denaturation at 95°C for 30 seconds, annealing gradient temperatures 48°C, 50°C and 52°C 
for 30 seconds and elongation at 72°C for 2:30 minutes. The final elongation was at 72°C for 
5 minutes.  
 
For all the shorter PCR-products in both genes, a temperature gradient PCR with initial 
denaturation at 95°C for 15 minutes followed by 35 cycles consisting of denaturation at 95°C 
for 30 seconds, annealing gradient temperatures 52°C, 54°C and 56°C for 30 seconds and 
elongation at 72°C for 1 minute. The final elongation was at 72°C for 5 minutes. All the test 
samples underwent gel electrophoresis on a 1% agarose gel to see whether the PCR reaction 
was successful and amplified at the correct base pair size. It was also carried out to check which 
temperature and primer pair showed the best amplification. Once the temperature and primer 
pairs were known, the 24 DNA samples were run with the specific PCR conditions that were 
tested previously and underwent gel electrophoresis to ensure it was successful. The DNA 
concentration for all the final PCR products were once again tested using the NanoDrop® ND-
1000 Spectrophotometer to calculate the amount of sample needed for sequencing.  

 

2.4 Purification 
The shorter PCR-products were purified using the ‘PCR product enzymatic “clean-up” 
protocol: Shrimp Alkaline Phosphatase (SAP) and Exonuclease I (EXO)’ together with each 
individual PCR product (13 µL in total) to chew up excess primers and remove excess dNTP 
from the PCR product. The mixtures were placed in the PCR machine and was incubated at 
37°C for 30 minutes and then at 80°C for 15 minutes to kill the enzyme. All short PCR-products 
were prepared for sequencing. The majority of the samples were sent in a 96 well plate and the 
remining in 54 single PCR tubes to commercial sequencing service provider ‘StarSEQ’ 
(Germany). The samples were prepared according to their instructions by adding a certain 
amount of the purified PCR (depending on the DNA concentration), 1 µL PCR primer and the 
rest with water to make 7 µL in each of the 96 wells and 54 tubes. The PCR primers were used 
as sequencing primers, one primer per reaction, so that sequences would be obtained from 
both ends of the PCR products.  
 

2.5 Statistical analysis 
The data from the gene sequence variation were statistically tested to discover if there was an 
association between phenotype and genotype within the Norwegian population. The non-
parametric, ordinal categorical data meant that the Mann-Whitney U test was performed, 
which was proceeded by comparing the median between the two genotype groups to determine 
if there was a systematic difference. P-values below 0.05 were considered significant. The 
statistical analysis was done by hand since there were few individuals.    
 

3 Results 
 
3.1 Phenotyping 
By observing all the plant leaves, the populations were classified into three categories (0,1,2) 
as seen in table 3. The individuals in the Norwegian population with entire leaf/slightly 
serrated leaves were accidentally not included in the DNA sampling. This could reduce the 
chances of finding variation that would be associated with the phenotype. Due to missing of 
sampling the entire leaved individuals, the remaining Norwegian individuals were phenotyped 
with more resolution (into three classes), as shown in table 6.     
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Table 3. The number of plants from each population classified based on their leaf phenotype where 0 = entire 
leaf/slightly serrated, 1 = deeply serrated/slightly lobed and 2 = strongly lobed.   

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
3.2 PCR amplification 
From the PCR, all the shorter PCR-products had successful amplifications (table 4) for each 
individual except from the 13360_Exon2_1F-Exon3_1R primer pair which had only four 
individuals successful. None of the longer PCR-products were successful and therefore no 
sequence obtained. Typical problems with the amplification were non-specific amplification 
of smaller PCR products and no amplification at all.   
 

Table 4. The primer pairs that were successful that showed optimum amplification and at what temperature.  

Primer pair Temperature 

(°C) 

13350_Exon1_1F-

Exon2_1R 
56 

13350_Exon2_1F-

Exon3_1R 
52 

13360_Exon1_1F-

Exon2_1R 
56 

13360_Exon2_1F-

Exon3_1R 
56 

 

3.3 Gene sequence variation 
The resulting gene sequences were edited (in software SeqScanner2) and aligned (in software 
MegaX) in order to see the variations within and between the populations and species. The 
sequences were edited as a result of the low-quality beginnings and ends, overlapping 
sequence due to indels and heterozygotes with iupac-codes. The gene sequences for the primer 
pair 13360_Exon2_1F-Exon3_1R were of low quality so they were not used in the analysis. 
Since the forward sequences had the whole fragment present, the reverse primers were 
excluded. The reverse primers were also excluded due to all the individuals in the AL6G13360 
gene having an indel quite early on which interrupted the rest of the sequence. All the forward 
gene sequences were determined to have two types of variants: single nucleotide 
polymorphism (SNP) were the variation occurs at a single position in the gene sequence, and 
indels (insertion or deletion of nucleotides).  
 
3.3.1 Norwegian population 
Within the Norwegian population (table 5 and 6), the indels were of different lengths. The 
SNPs within the protein coding region (exon) will change the codon and can potentially change 
the amino acid it codes for (non-synonymous SNP), like at position 26 were it changed from 
serine to threonine and at position 20 it changed from cysteine to tyrosine. While a SNP will 
either change a protein to some extent or not at all (synonymous SNP), an indel will most likely 
always have a drastic effect on a protein resulting in a frameshift mutation. An indel that 
causes a frameshift mutation, modify the reading frame starting from the point of insertion or 
deletion, which disrupts the protein sequences or even causes premature termination. Overall, 

    

Population 0 1 2 

Norwegian - 2 9 

North American - - 4 

Austrian 3 - - 

Swedish 1 2 - 

Slovakian - - 3 

Classification 
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Ex2_1F 

Ex1_1F 

AL6G

13350 

Ex2_1F 

AL6G

13360 

Variant type 

there is limited variation in both genes and since half of the variation is found in the intron, it 
does not affect the protein coding and is therefore likely to have little effect on the phenotype.  
 
Table 5. Gene sequence variation within the Norwegian population for each gene. The highlighted nucleotides 
indicate a change in amino acid as a result of the base pair substitution. The last three columns show the total 
number of individuals with homozygotes and heterozygotes at the position of variation. 

    Position 
(bp) 

Position 
in gene 

Homozygote 
1 

Heterozygote Homozygote 
2 

  SNP G/C 26 Exon2 8 (73%) 3 (27%) 0 (0%) 

  SNP G/T 409 Exon3 10 (90%) 1 (10%) 0 (0%) 

  Indel 7 bp 355 Intron2 8 (73%) 3 (27%) 0 (0%) 

  SNP A/G 702 Intron1 10 (90%) 1 (10%) 0 (0%) 

  SNP A/T 623 Intron1 0 (0%) 1 (10%) 10 (90%) 

  Indel 1 bp 595 Intron1 1 (10%) 0 (0%) 10 (90%) 

  SNP T/C 6 Exon2 10 (90%) 1 (10%) 0 (0%) 

  SNP A/G 20 Exon2 0 (0%) 1 (10%) 10 (90%) 

  Indel 4 bp 218 Exon2 10 (90%) 1 (10%) 0 (0%) 

  Indel 1 bp 330 Intron2 0 (0%) 11 (100%) 0 (0%) 

 
The phenotype was further determined within the Norwegian population (table 6) were 0 = 
deeply serrated/slightly lobed, 1 = half slightly lobed and half lobed, 2 = entire leaf strongly 
lobed. The variant positions at 218 and 330 base pairs were denoted as ‘he’ and ‘ho’ because 
only one type of homozygote and heterozygote was observed. There is a general trend that 
individual Sj2-B appears to have more than half of the variants, expressed in the form of 
mainly SNP heterozygotes, with a phenotypic classification of slightly lobed (0).  
 
Table 6. The genotype and phenotype for each Norwegian individual at each position (bp). He = heterozygote and 
ho = homozygote.   

Individual Phenotype 26 409 355 702 623 595 6 20 218 330 

Sj6-B 1 G/C G/G A/G A/A T/T T/T T/T G/G ho he 
Sj7-B 2 G/G G/G A/A A/A T/T T/T T/T G/G ho he 
Sj10-A 1 G/G G/G A/A A/A T/T T/T T/T G/G ho he 
Sj6-A 2 G/C G/G A/G A/A T/T T/T T/T G/G ho he 
Sj9-B 1 G/G G/G A/A A/A T/T T/T T/T G/G ho he 
Sj4-A 2 G/G G/G A/A A/A T/T T/T T/T G/G ho he 
Sj9-A 1 G/G G/G A/A A/A T/T T/T T/T G/G ho he 
Sj5-A 2 G/G G/G A/A A/A T/T T/T T/T G/G ho he 
Sj4-B 1 G/G G/G A/A A/A T/T T/T T/T G/G ho he 
Sj2-B 0 G/G G/T A/A A/G A/T -- T/C A/G he he 

Sj6-C 0 G/C G/G A/G A/A T/T T/T T/T G/G ho he 

 
3.3.2 Comparing the variation between populations  
Within each of the other four populations there was relatively little sequence variation at each 
gene, excluding the variants within the introns. The Austrian population had the greatest 
variation within the population mainly due to indels. A clear observation was that all 
populations, including Norwegian, showed a SNP at position 6 bp in the AL6G13360 gene. 
Comparing the sequences of Slovakian A. arenosa with the Norwegian A. lyrata showed also 
little variation, implying that the two species have almost identical AL6G13350 and 
AL6G13360 gene sequences. Pairwise distances varied between 0.0037 and 0.1026 in between 
population to between species comparisons (with Jukes-Cantor correction). 
 
The gene sequence from a representative individual (without an indel) from each population 
was selected and a reference sequence from A. lyrata genome for both genes in order to 
construct the phylogenetic tree with neighbour-joining method (MegaX) shown in figure 3. 
The phylogenetic tree reveals that A. arenosa contains both genes as well as having very 
similar gene sequence as A. lyrata. Another notable result in the AL6G13360 gene is how 
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distantly related the reference sequence is compared to the North American (Ma0096-B) 
sequence since the reference genome is based upon a North American individual. For both 
genes, the Norwegian and Swedish (Sto1-C) populations are closely related along with the 
Austrian population (PPE A2 PPD N1-A). 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 

Figure 3. A phylogenetic tree comparing the evolutionary relationships of the AL6G13350 and AL6G13360 genes 
as well as between A. lyrata and A. arenosa. The tree is drawn to scale, with branch lengths in the same units as 
the evolutionary distances.  

 
3.4 Testing association between phenotype and genotype 

The Mann-Whitney U test was carried out for the variants at position 26 and 355 since the rest 
of the individuals have only one homozygote or heterozygote in the group, so it will not be a 
significant test. There was no significant (at 0.05 significance level) difference between the two 
genotype classes for both variants (p>0.139), therefore the hypothesis is correct. 
 

4 Discussion 
 
4.1 Effects of variants 
Indels and SNPs are common types of genetic variation and can potentially have a role in 
protein function and structure if they are within the coding region (Lin et al. 2017), like the 
indel at position 218 (table 5). Nonetheless, variation in the introns (non-coding region) still 
has a small role in RNA splicing and possibly gene expression regulation (Shaul 2017). As 
discovered, the indels and SNPs within the RCO genes were not associated with the leaf shape 
phenotype, contrary to what the literature had suggested (Vlad et al. 2014, Sicard et al. 2014). 
The variants found within the Norwegian population were rare which could be explained by 
the small sample size. Increased amounts of variation could be seen with more samples along 
with more entire leaves (phenotype classification group 0) to achieve a full spectrum of 
phenotypic variation in the population. Likewise, obtaining gene sequences from the promotor 
region could lead to a significant association between genotype and phenotype (Sicard et al. 
2014), thus further gene expression analysis would be required to prove the role of the 
potential variants in the promotor. It is possible that there will be only rare variants in the 
protein coding region and the variants affecting the phenotype are in the promotor region part. 
It is also possible that even though the QTL was in this region, variants in some other gene 
than RCO genes cause the phenotype differences. 
 
The individual Sj2-B showed the most variation from the other individuals of the Norwegian 
population, which leads to the speculation of it having migrated from a different population 
along a river to the site of seed collection. Another explanation would be for the Sj2-B to carry 
a rare haplotype that segregates within population. 
 
The recurring SNP at position 6 within every population in the AL6G13360 gene suggests that 
they have common ancestors and this variant could have been segregating since then, but even 
for A. lyrata populations it is a rather long time to have something segregating by random 
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chance. Instead, this pattern could be explained by mechanisms that maintain genetic 
variation. The site is synonymous for coding of the protein; however, it could be linked to 
another site that has more influence on the expression of the gene or to protein function. This 
is not known but if it would be physically close to another site that would be under some form 
of balancing selection, e.g. heterozygote advantage or fluctuating selection, that could explain 
the maintenance of the variant (Bertram and Masel 2018).  
 
The amino acid substitution at position 26 changed from serine (S) to threonine (T) and they 
have similar properties: hydrophilic, polar, neutral. There is only a slight difference in size. 
The substitution at position 20 changed from cysteine (C) to tyrosine (Y) with greater contrast 
between the properties: cysteine is tiny in size, hydrophobic and polar, whereas tyrosine is 
aromatic, hydrophobic and non-polar. The property differences between the amino acids 
could give an explanation for the individual Sj2-B leaf shape being less lobed. Hence, the 
mutation has a greater effect on leaf form since the RCO gene often expresses more lobed 
leaves (Vuolo et al. 2016). But because the individual Sj2-B was heterozygous for the SNP 20, 
it might have one "normal" allele (similar to what the other plants in the same population 
have) and the other allele could be possibly carrying both the amino acid changing variant SNP 
in site 20, and the reading frame changing indel variant at the site 218. Then the amino acid 
substitution might have occurred after the indel appeared and would not have a significance 
to the protein as it would be truncated by the indel. Thus, the property differences of these 
amino acids would not cause the difference in phenotype of Sj2-B but rather the 
truncated/non-functional copy of AL6G13360 gene that could affect the phenotype. So, the 
individual has only one functional allele of the AL6G13360 gene and that could for example, 
directly reduce expression of the gene compared to individuals that have two functional genes. 
The amino acid substitution at position 26 was located in helix 1 (position 10) of the 
homeodomain protein (HDZip Class I), therefore it might have an importance for the protein 
structure (Henriksson et al. 2005), but more studies would be needed to find that out. In 
Henriksson et al. (2005) study, the site where the changed amino acid was located in helix 1 
(position 10) shows that comparing it to the A. thaliana LMI1 amino acid sequence it has the 
amino acid serine (S). This is the amino acid that was substituted in A. lyrata.  
 
Considering there is no reference genome for A. arenosa published as of now, therefore there 
was no previous knowledge of how many copies of RCO genes the species would have. It was 
discovered that A. arenosa contains both RCO genes. It also became apparent that the A. 
arenosa gene sequence were very similar to A. lyrata (figure 3).  

 
4.2 PCR optimization  
Even though there were several PCR optimization techniques already carried out: adjusting 
the annealing temperature, using hot-start polymerase, decreasing the MgCl2 concentration 
to minimize non-specific fragments, carrying out the touch-down PCR programme which 
covers a broader temperature range and designing the primer pairs so that there were no 
hairpins, the G/C content between 40-60% and primer length between 18-24 base pairs, there 
were still numerous failed attempts to amplify the longer PCR-products. Surprisingly, the 
North American individuals failed to amplify even though the primers were designed with a 
North American A. lyrata reference genome, therefore the primers should not have difficulties 
annealing to the DNA template.  
 
Long PCR-products are generally associated with PCR complications (Śpibida et al. 2016) and 
there are further techniques to overcome the difficulties associated with longer PCR-products 
that fail to amplify or produce unspecific products. It was apparent that the longer the length, 
the more difficult it became to amplify. Therefore, when designing the primer pairs in the 
larger promotor and 3’UTR regions, it would be more appropriate to design several shorter 
products for both genes. The 13360_Exon2_1F-Exon3_1R primer pair, were the majority of 
the individuals failed to amplify, could also be explained by the PCR-product being longer 
compared to the other shorter PCR-products, despite already being shorter than the longer 
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PCR-products. Also, to possibly prevent amplification failure is the addition of enhancing 
agents such as, nonionic detergents which increases the DNA polymerase stability (Ralser et 
al. 2006), in addition to varying the concentrations of the other substances such as, the 
primers and dNTPs, increasing the number of cycles that the primers undergo in the PCR 
reaction and checking for inhibitors which can block DNA polymerase activity (Roux 1995). A 
hot-start polymerase was used to avoid non-specific products which proved to be unsuccessful. 
Instead, the DNA polymerase could be added separately after the initial denaturation phase 
rather than mixing it together with the other substances beforehand, in order to prevent the 
activation of the enzyme too early. Alternatively, anti-DNA polymerase antibodies, solid wax 
barrier or accessory proteins could be added prior to the addition of DNA polymerase to allow 
the enzyme to remain inactive until the initialization period is over (Lorenz 2012, Roux 1995).  
 
4.3 Conclusion 
In this genetics study on Arabidopsis lyrata, the results indicated that there is no association 
between the genotypic variants found and the phenotype leaf form. Based on previous studies, 
the expectation was to find an association, although in this study the potential variation from 
the promotor could not be studied due to lack of PCR amplification. Future studies may want 
to include more samples within the populations which gives the likelihood of increased 
number of variants or even different types of variants, that may yield different results. Another 
aspect to consider is obtaining the gene sequences from the promotor region that could reveal 
significant association between DNA sequences and leaf phenotype. Additionally, gene 
expression analysis would complement nucleotide sequence studies.  
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Appendix 1 
 

Data 
 
Table 7. A summary of all the primer pairs in each gene along with its primer size 

 Gene 
name 

Primer 
name 

Sequence (5’ to 3’) Primer pair 
size (bp) 

Longer 
product 

AL6G13350 Prom_1F CTGTGAAATACGTCCATCCAAGT 2199 

 AL6G13350 Exon1_1R GTTAGACTCCAGCCACGGT  
 AL6G13350 Prom_2F TTCTGTGAAATACGTCCATCCA 2218 

 AL6G13350 Exon1_2R CGGAGCGAGTTAAAGGAGTT  

 AL6G13350 Exon1_1F ACCGTGGCTGGAGTCTAAC 1630 

 AL6G13350 3’UTR_1R GCCCACACATTTCACATTGC  

 AL6G13350 Exon1_2F TGGAATGGTCAACAACGAGC 1696 

 AL6G13350 3’UTR_2R ACTAGAACCAAGCCCACACA  
Shorter 
product 

AL6G13350 Exon1_1F ACCGTGGCTGGAGTCTAAC 858 

 AL6G13350 Exon2_1R GGTCCAGTTTGCGTATTGGC  
 AL6G13350 Exon2_1F ACCGGAATCAGAAAAGATCATCA 509 
 AL6G13350 Exon3_1R TCCACCAGTACCGTAAATTTGA  
Longer 
product 

AL6G13360 Prom_1F CACGTATGAGCTTGCCGG 2298 

 AL6G13360 Exon1_1R GCTCGTCTTTGACCATTCCA  
 AL6G13360 Prom_2F GGAGATCGACCGAGATTATGAA 2196 
 AL6G13360 Exon1_2R GCATGAAAGCAACTCTCTCGT  
 AL6G13360 Exon1_1F GAGTTGCTTTCATGCCACCA 2643 

 AL6G13360 3’UTR_1R AATCGTACAATGAGCAAAAGCTT  
Shorter 
product 

AL6G13360 Exon1_1F GAGTTGCTTTCATGCCACCA 1882 

 AL6G13360 Exon2_1R GGACATTGGTACGCATTGATCA  
 AL6G13360 Exon2_1F CGTATACGCATGCTGTTACGC 571 

 AL6G13360 Exon3_1R ATAGTTTGATCTCCTCCGGCG  
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